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HIGHLIGHTS OF AUDIENCE COMMENTS 
 
The presentation was a dialogue on how to keep interpretive programs relevant and alive in a rapidly 
changing world. There was a high level of audience involvement with small group discussions facilitated by 
students from Humboldt State University and California State University at Chico. 
 
The presentation was organized into the following sections: 

 Speaker led - “Building The Foundation – The Current State Of Our Changing World” 

 Small group discussion – “What Changes Do We See At Our Parks And Facilities?” 

 Speaker Led – “3 Examples of Innovation In Interpretation” 
o Reaching new audiences – California Department of Health Services 
o New funding ideas –Aquarium of the Bay 
o Innovative use of technology – Monterey Bay Aquarium 

 Small group discussion – “How Can We Innovate At Our Sites?” 

 Speaker led - “Tips” For Growing Programs” 

 All group open discussion - 

 Speaker led - Closing thought 
 
Each group facilitator recorded notes from the small group discussions. 
 
As you read these notes, please keep in mind: 

 Each group recorded in a slightly different manner. Where site or individual names were included, I 
have included them here. 

 Not all comments were captured 

 The value of the presentation was in the experience of being in the room – this is a mere snapshot 
of what occurred, what was discussed, and what was felt. 
 

 
Full audience comments can be found at www.iSpeakEASYblog.wordpress.com or by emailing 
Ethan at the address below. 
 

http://www.ispeakeasyblog.wordpress.com/


 

 

Question 1: “What changes have you seen in your park or site in the past 5 years as far as types of visitors 
or the way visitors use your facility.”  
 Alternate Question: (for students or those not currently employed in the field): 
 “What trends or changes do you see in society that may impact interpretive programs?”  
 

 More local visitors with downturn of economy: More families getting out 

 Overall decrease in visitation 

 Lack of awareness of what is offered and find rangers unapproachable  

 Lack of diversity in types of programming 

 Need more outreach –> in and out of parks 

 Visitors use smart phones 

 It not about technology: it’s about experience 

 Demographics of people outdoors is changing 

 Groups of students really influences parent participation 

 Common theme is lack of connection to nature and having students get outside 

 People panic when there is no cell phone reception 

 More visitors that are not English speakers 

 More technology – “shiny thingitous” 

 Everybody uses the internet, Google maps etc., has become a part of our culture 

 Using sites for special events (baby showers, bachelor parties, etc.) is occurring more frequently 

 Are parks pushing the iphone or tech and apps onto people or vice versa? 

 People are still interested in personal interpretation and that desire that personal contact. 

 Instagram is a really big app and people are “bragging” about what they do and parks are one of the 

things they brag about on Instagram and other social media 

 Meld between social media and personal interpretation 

 Family adventure focus [does not stop, talked about in the car ride home] 

 Budget cuts are cutting staff to the most passionate workers who will not leave despite pay cuts 

 The 'old guard' of interpretation is worried about being the "Last Child in the Woods”; they want to 

bring in new people to take over, but they don't have the funding. The ‘old guard' also questions if 

the virtual trend is bad, because the virtual experience is not real 

 Need for electricity: more disabled visitors; need more wheelchair access 

 Need of sensory, spirituality in interpretive signs 

 New generation has shorter attention span, need of incentive to visit or read all content 

 Staying away from negative reality: the want of the agency to have visitors experience only the 
beautiful parts of nature as opposed to the harsh reality - (for example: a trail that would bypass a 
landfill as well as a sewage treatment plant) 



 

 

Question 2 
“What new ideas and strategies could your agency or site employ to attract new visitors, better 
serve current visitors, or raise new money? Assume money and staff are not limiting factors.” 

 Social marketing to reach under represented that are illiterate or distrustful and share resources to 

gain relationships 

 Restoration work to work with community involvement 

 Make apps for parks about trails and wildlife hazards 

 Outreach to diversity of cultures to pull them into parks 

 Partner with outdoor equipment companies that sell equipment for educational programs 

 Have alternative for different types of visitors 

 Applications for phones don’t necessarily need internet connection-> Example: iNaturalist 

 Agencies are behind the time 

 Innovations in transportation might allow people to access incentives to participate within regions. 

National parks/other services reach people in recreational settings with interpretation 

 Inspiration from one site could encourage others -> cater to different groups with common interests 

 Commercials about parks online and TV, reach through media 

 Music and beer festivals to reach more audiences 

 Holding phone up to see what a site looked like x years ago 

 Need to meet people where they are instead of imposing an outdated ideas on what their experience 
should be 

 Partnership Dependency; need an efficient use of resources. Focus on Mission & Goals 

 Recreation trend evaluation could lead to more focused/worthwhile investment 

 Improved global communication (technology) also amplifies mistakes. It can also broaden the 

message conveyed by the park as the message is interpreted by park staff.  

 Park Staff is having a problem being believed by visitors and administration 

 Add cell phone service as this is a limiting factor 

 In classroom enthusiasm, excitement that child brings home to parents encourages parents to come 

 Volunteer opportunities in order to meet high school graduation requirements or other organization 

requirements  

 Park hopper concept – linking parks and sites on a pass 

 Parents chaperon/volunteer on field trips in order to see the children's excitement 

 Having interpreters more informed about marketing, knowing audience and addressing visitors. 

 Evaluation/data collection instead of instinct or intuition learning demographics 

 Being unplugged when going into nature can leave visitors irrelevant -> “Suck it up”  

 Remain open minded to taking technology outside to improve self as an employee 



 

 

 
Copies of the evaluation forms are available – they provide valuable insight into audience reaction to this 
presentation. For more information on the presentation, if you have corrections to these notes, or are 
interested in having this presentation offered at your region or worksite, please contact Ethan Rotman at 
ethan@ispeakeasy.net 
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